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Abstract
Evolving multimodal mobility needs influences established human–product relation-
ships and requires a deeper insight into color preferences for car interiors. Hence, a
study was conducted in which 204 members of a web contest created 1,265 designs.
After a peer-evaluation process, 53 most-appreciated and 34 least-preferred interior
color compositions were identified and compared to identify patterns in color choices.
Besides, visual lightweight design by layering of large interior components such as
the seat, a modest use of color and patterns accompanied by repetition and the fram-
ing of the entire interior to create a feeling of spaciousness were found. Additionally,
differences in the type of color between most and least favored color designs were
found. Brown and beige occur more frequently among the top- than the worst-rated
designs. Larger surfaces are favored in lighter hues and smaller components in darker
hues.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Mobility needs are evolving due to an increasing demand for
urban and multimodal mobility.1 Simultaneously, a decrease
in the use of cars is detected in studies of the IFMO institute
among representatives of Generation Y2,3 who prefer other
modes of transport, for example, air travel, public transport,
nonmotorized. Also, customer expectations are evolving
toward individualization and sustainability, while new play-
ers from other sectors seek opportunities to play a role in the
mobility market.1

The trend toward shared mobility both via peer-to-peer
and business-to-consumer models is complementing conven-
tional modes of transport.1,2 Car-sharing business models
with various car brand cooperation question the validity of
owning a car for transportation reasons.2 To understand these
mobility trends and their effects on the car as a product per
se, the interaction between product and user needs to be
investigated. A product generally gets modified slightly dur-
ing the human–product relationship as sort of an assimilation
such as the users’ customization of smartphones by

protective covers in different colors or with additional func-
tions.4 Irrespective of ownership, apartments get painted and
furnished in order for the inhabitants to feel at home; even
unconventional items like car components can be turned into
accessories for living rooms as furniture equipped with smart
media interfaces (e.g., IKEA’s Uppleva series). So, the erup-
tion in the world of product categories leads to blurring
boundaries. Even prestigious objects like tablet PCs or smart-
phones are only customized by their owners with personal
settings, Apps, or additional protective covers. Therefore, a
variety, which is not fulfilled by the product itself, can be
added later on by users with purchases of colorful covers
made from silicone or plastic.4

Since studies by the authors indicated that exterior and
interior design are crucial motivators for buying or leasing
cars, the respective product that should be studied further is
the automotive interior with a focus on customization. Any
interdependencies by exterior design aspects like form (body
type, i.e., convertible, coup�e, SUV, or sedan), shape (exterior
design language created by stylistic elements), and color
(painting) are excluded from the study. Given that the
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interior serves as an interaction threshold for driver and pas-
senger, the importance of the interior car design for func-
tional and aesthetic customization is a plausible conclusion.4

Color is considered to be an important element of envi-
ronmental design and is related to psychological, physiologi-
cal, and social reactions of humans, and aspects of
environments both aesthetic and technical,5 and thus color is
an element worth studying for aesthetic customization.

1.1 | Color vision and color classification

The literature about color ranges from the definition of color
vision by the human visual cortex6,7 influenced by individual
experiences8 to diverse color classification systems.6,7,9–14

However, the interaction of color with a specific object
seems to change the viewer’s preferences.

1.2 | Color preferences

The physical environment influences the performance and
mood of people.15 Color plays a role in the environment, but
there are doubts about the exact effects on human beings and
their behavior in relation to specific colors.16 Additionally,
colors are related to decision processes on what customers
like and dislike.17 Human color preferences are classifiable
into three types: phenomenological (i.e., experience-based),
biological (i.e., neural activity to distinct colors), and ecolog-
ical (i.e., affective responses to colors).18 In Bakker’s study
of 1095 Dutch people19 about color preferences significant
relationships were found relating to gender,20,21 education,
age,22–24 culture,25,26 and personality traits.22,27 For instance,
males preferred the color blue, while most females had no
color preference. Nonetheless, there are also studies in litera-
ture with no distinct relationships between gender.17,28 This
changed slightly when the respective object was considered

as well, for example, black was identified by Bakker as the
overall favorite color for clothing for females and blue for
males, but no preference was given for yellow in the sam-
ple22; the preference for building interiors was white. This
was also proven by Kwallek.29 Additionally, the low chroma
colors of light blue, light aqua green and off white were
favored for workspace interiors27,30 inclining toward a
dependency on the lightness of color.31,32 Brown is never
named as a favorite color, yet it is favored as a color for car-
pets and sofas,33 due to culturally imprinted preferences for
material to have a natural, or elegant appearance.34,35 Histori-
cally, wood is a common interior material,36 which was also
used for dashboards and trims in car interiors (cf. Figure 1
left).17

Red and black as clothing colors are attributed with
higher attractiveness, indicating a psychological influence on
wearers and raters.37 The influence of hue, tone, and texture
were proven to be significant in fashion fabrics with colors
like yellow-red, and red hues, or light, or dark grayish tones
regarded as elegant,38 whereas saturated reds were identified
to be generally disharmonious in combination with other col-
ors in studies.18 But color perception per se is influenced
beyond saturation, chroma, and hue by the respective view-
ing angle, amount and type of ambient light, and the pres-
ence of other colors or further environmental conditions.39–42

Since the car interior represents an interior with large
surfaces, and is also a workspace with driving being the
work task and the seat as furniture, the color preferences
could be similar and are therefore investigated further.

1.3 | Test methods for color preferences and
the translation to car interiors

The psychological domain of color perception offers a broad
field of different research techniques. The very diverse test

FIGURE 1 Car interior colors of the last century: BMW502 convertible with green leather seats and light green exterior, wooden dashboard and
trims, and ivory-colored steering wheel (left); BMWZ8 roadster with black leather seats, blue dashboard, and trims, the number of interior colors is limited
to black and blue17 [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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methods for color preferences22,24,27,29,31,43–45 cannot easily
be applied to car interiors (cf. Figure 1) as it is a specific
environment with specific individual demands. Additionally,
as shown in the literature, the interaction between the colored
object and the color itself is decisive. Bakker stated that
because of the differences in applied test materials, methods
and models and different contexts in color research studies, a
comparison of the results is not easy. Also, experiments in
artificial settings and a sample consisting of students might
neglect the situational context of color and therefore bias the
results.15,46

Bakker found no preferences for yellow in her studies of
workspace interiors, whereas Cubukcu’s results showed a
strong inclination to yellow exterior façades of buildings
explained by the frequency of yellow buildings of the sam-
ple’s home country (Cubukcu’s description of buildings in
Turkey, 2008).31 The contextual influence on the color pref-
erence of humans regarding their affective responses is
assumed to play an important role in car interiors (cf. build-
ing exterior study of Cubukcu).31 Preferences also can vary
as a function of lightness, for example, color preferences for
most objects increased as the colors became darker, as
opposed to the color preferences for walls and trims, which
showed an inclination for being lighter.32 There is also an
“appropriate” color for objects varying from object to object
or even types among objects (e.g., different types of automo-
biles) accompanied by other dimensions such as wall colors
giving the impression of space or luxuriousness of cars.32

The interaction of color and spaciousness of large surfaces
such as walls is interesting. Considering the large surfaces of
the car interior such as seats, floor carpet, roof lining, and so
on versus trims, the color could evoke a specific feeling like
spaciousness or crampedness. Thus, the components are vis-
ually segmented. By a first overview of major differences
between the best-, and worst-rated interior designs, the
authors established the following hypotheses:

1. According to Poldma,47 interior environments along
with their designs are profoundly influenced by a combina-
tion of color and light with form and space (2009). The
human perception is a result of the interaction with light and
its color effects on the surrounding environment.48 In case of
an adequately lit environment, a mediation of the use of
space can be reached.49 Aside from spaces modulated by
light and color50 in a dynamic way (e.g., by projections or
lighting), a simple color change is a rather static approach.
The term a “visual lightweight design” by the authors
describes a design of a more lightweight appearance by
subdividing interior components by color coordination
(Hypothesis 1). For instance, interior components like the
seat, door trims or dashboard can be mostly characterized as
large surfaces. By using different hues, saturation, or pat-
terns, subcomponents of those parts can be clustered and
therefore appear visually more lightweight (cf. Figure 1).

Harmonious impressions are reached by the layering of col-
ors due to the constant underlying color which influences the
entire composition.51

2. Modest use of color and pattern variety (Hypothesis
2): in accordance with the literature on color preferen-
ces17,18,27,30,31,33,38,52 and common fashion trends of car inte-
riors the researchers did not expect a wide variety of colors
and patterns among the most-appreciated designs. Brown,
black, or beige are estimated to be typical colors of car seats
comparable to furniture or sofas.33 Tofle stated that harmony
principles could help to create a pleasing ambience of interi-
ors, but individual taste varies among people and changes
over time.5 However, the question arises whether this partic-
ular color choice results from having future resale in mind
rather than actual preference, and whether representatives of
Generation Y would favor the same colorings.

3. Repetition as a design discipline to achieve harmony is
applied by color as the most common and important means
for repetition.51 So, the researchers expect a certain repetition
of colors and grouping of elements (Hypothesis 3). The inte-
rior design is expected to be categorized by repeating colors.
Parts of the seats, door trims, and dashboard can be grouped
by the same or very similar colors. Considering car interior
colors in consumer choices, Figure 1 shows the similar
choices of interior colors compared to the exterior color of
the car. For instance, the Z8 interior repeats the blue color in
the dashboard, parts of the center console, door trims, and
seat back panel.

4. Framing of the interior (Hypothesis 4): The automotive
interior is framed by either floor carpet or roof lining; there-
fore, the researchers assumed a distinct pattern in the use of
colors and the resulting evaluation of the community mem-
bers comparable to the color preferences of building
interiors.22,27,30–32

1.4 | Crowd sourcing by communities

An interesting way to innovate is described by von Hippel.53

His approach suggested individual users as additional sour-
ces of innovation beyond producers and managers from
within the car manufacturing company.53,54 Crowdsourcing
represents a part of this open innovation paradigm in which
customers, suppliers, or universities are actively integrated in
the value-added process.55 User involvement in product
innovation and design by toolkits can create value in the
business-to-consumer relationship by heterogeneous cus-
tomer preferences.56 Both authors describe toolkits as a
design interface which enables trial-and-error experimenta-
tion and gives simulated feedback on the respective outcome
to users. In the case of clothing, user involvement addresses
individual needs and preferences caused either by fashion or
business niches.57 As a result, the users’ willingness to pur-
chase increases (Kamali & Loker, 2002) due to the
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attribution of greater value of unique products compared to
common ones.58,59 Crowdsourcing can be a promising
method to gather user ideas which can complement the idea
generation of professionals.55,60 In addition to lead user
research, knowledge sharing and co-development in com-
munities56,61 follow a similar paradigm, for example, to
solve an own need.54 Users can also provide solution-based
information in the idea generation of the new product devel-
opment process60 and, in case of brand communities, they
have extensive product knowledge and are enthusiastic in
product-related discussions.61 Poetz’s study60 also highlights
that user ideas score higher in terms of novelty and customer
benefit. However, the users’ capabilities and motivation in
combination with the design of the crowdsourcing process
tend to be determining factors for the successful applica-
tion.60 The PhD thesis of Wiegandt62 shows the value crea-
tion potential of firmly established brand communities as a
long-term competitive advantage through fostered relation-
ships and increasing involvement.

Consequently, crowd sourcing seems a valuable
approach to identify specific preferences of colors for auto-
motive interiors.

2 | METHODOLOGY

To verify the four hypotheses, a web 2.0 community was
used as a sample. Additionally, international participants
were invited via blogs, social networks (e.g., Facebook),
advertisements in automotive portals and women’s blogs,
design platforms and universities (e.g., in the Netherlands
and Romania) active in design with a special focus on
recruiting Chinese participants in their native language.
Upon entering the web community, the participants had to
register first while answering sociodemographic questions
and questions regarding creativity and about the gateway for
the contest. The aim of the contest was mainly to create
product ideas for customization of the automotive interior,
and the winners were decided after a peer-review process
and a jury meeting. To motivate the participants and enhance
their creativity,63 a gray automotive interior of a BMW 7
Series was illustrated (Figure 2). For customizing the whole
interior, the subjects could select the automotive interior ele-
ments (e.g., seats, back panels, dashboard, roof lining, floor
carpet, door trims, etc.), define the structure (e.g., granulite,
tiger print, etc.), and select the color. No incentives were

FIGURE 2 The gray car’s interior before choosing a pattern/texture or color (the HSL color model: hue, saturation, lightness) [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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awarded for the resulting designs specifically, so, this survey
was a by-product of the contest. For each element, the
researchers recorded how they were colored, the number of
different colors and textures used per element, and the com-
bination of colors and textures along with the peer evalua-
tion of the resulting interior design. The hypotheses about
the color preferences of car interiors are studied in relation
to the evaluation of the sample. Visual Lightweight Design
of dominant elements such as the seats can be realized by
different colors of cushion and back panel (cf. BMW Z8
interior in Figure 1). For instance, the black leather seats
combined with a blue back panel, the same blue hue, which
is repeated in parts of the dashboard, door trims, center con-
sole and steering wheel (Hypothesis 1). A way to attain this
impression is to repeat and group parts of these dominant
interior components by applying the same or similar colors
changing in hue or saturation (Hypothesis 3). Consequently,
aside from repetition as a design principle to achieve har-
mony, the technique of variety is applied resulting from a
use of pure hues combined with shades of a hue related to
the parent hue.51 Furthermore, the interior is framed by the
large surfaces, that is, roof lining and floor carpet by a
unique use of color or pattern (Hypothesis 4). Simultane-
ously, most-appreciated interior designs would follow com-
mon trends of colors for interiors and furniture Hypothesis
2). To identify these differences in color designs of car inte-
riors, the most-appreciated ones are compared to the least-
appreciated ones.

2.1 | The participants of the study

One thousand and seventy-five members participated in the
community of the BMW Interior Idea Contest (Figure 3)
from which 358 active members handed in one or more
product ideas or configured designs.17 Two hundred and
four participants—179 males and 25 females—created
1,265 configured designs by changing the gray interior
components of a BMW 7 Series in color or pattern (Figure
2). The three most productive members generated 402 ideas
and 355 color combinations during the contest span of
almost two months.

The sample consisted of a majority aged from 15 to 39
years, originating from various countries, for example, USA
(18.1%), Germany (11.8%), Portugal (4.4%), India (3.9%),
UK (3.4%), the Netherlands (2.9%), and China (2%).
Whereas most of the participants lived in cities (major city
45.6%, small town 33.3%, megacity 10.8%) rather than rural
areas (6.9%), their living conditions differ from being single
and living in a household with other people (27.5%) to single
and living alone (24.5%), or married with children (13.2%).
Regarding the working background of the members only
10.3% showed a connection with the automotive industry.
The participants own one or two cars (39.7%, 32.4%),

driving one to two hours per day by facing urban traffic
(47.1%), or highways (32.6%). There is no inclination to par-
ticular car brands, which could facilitate an open-minded
judgment of the colored interiors.

2.2 | Online crowd sourcing setup

The focus of the contest (Figure 3) was the crowd sourcing
of ideas for customization of the automotive interior in three
categories: function & convenience, style & design, and per-
sonal experiences. The participants were motivated by incen-
tives for winning the contest, and features for interaction
were installed, for example, comments, messaging and a tag
cloud. Compared to the main part of the contest, this part
was only evaluated by the community according to the two
criteria “I like this design” and “I would use this design”
(Figure 3), therefore focusing on the affective states of
approach and avoidance.45

2.3 | Color configuration

To get an impression of the focus of the contest, that is, the
customization of the automotive interior, an illustration of a
typical BMW interior was used as a configurator to start the
creative process.

Seventeen components within the interior could be indi-
vidualized by 12 basic colors: black, dark gray, gray, light
gray, very light gray, white, red, green, blue, yellow, cyan,
and magenta. Additionally, the colors could be blended by
three numbers in a HSL model color space31 (cf. Figure 2).
Like in Cubukcu’s study of manipulated façades, the interior

FIGURE 3 The web-based idea contest for automotive interior cus-
tomization (left); the evaluation based upon the emotional responses of
approach and avoidance for the criteria “I like this idea” and “I would use
this idea”17 [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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components could be changed in hue and in saturation from
white to a fully saturated color as well as in lightness from
dark to light resulting in diverging chroma.

Considering the patterns, each component could be indi-
vidualized by 30 patterns with the possibility to rotate from
21808 to 11808 (as shown in Figure 2) and resize the pat-
tern from small to big. Also, members were able to upload
their own pictures as types of pattern, for example, logos of
luxurious brands (Figures 7 and 9).

The 17 components of the interior (1, seat back panel; 2,
seat cushion; 3, center console back; 4, headrest; 5, seat
frame and trims; 6, floor carpet; 7, door trims bottom; 8,
door trims middle; 9, door trims top; 10, roof lining; 11, A-
pillar; 12, glove box; 13, dashboard trims; 14, center con-
sole/radio; 15, center stack; 16, steering wheel; 17, center
console) can be categorized into seats (back panel, cushion,
headrest, seat frame and trims, middle part of rear seating),
floor carpet, door (door trims at the bottom, middle and
upper part), roof lining (roof lining, A-pillars), and dashboard
(glove box, dashboard trims, dashboard center stack, steering
wheel, center console/radio, center console) (Figure 4).

2.4 | Rating process and color analysis

By choosing “I like this design,” the users evaluate their
appreciated designs, that is, 264 designs which happen to be
21% of all designs. The second criteria “I would use this
design” results in 53 top designs, that is, 4% of all designs
(Figure 5). The sample favored 29 designs, but without any
intent to use it. Opposing to the top designs, the researchers
identified 34 designs that were neither appreciated by the
peer reviewers nor considered to use in a car interior. In this

context, the rating of “I would use this design” resembles a
potential purchase decision and hence is the strongest selec-
tion criterion. The three clusters, that is, top designs, worst
designs and designs liked but not used are analyzed further
regarding peculiarities of color choices applied in the interior
and regarding characteristics such as layering, repetition, and
the level of variety. Therefore, the composition of top
designs and worst designs are compared thoroughly. Addi-
tionally, it is tested whether specific regions, ages, or car
drivers have a preference for a particular type of color or pat-
tern combination. The researchers excluded haptics, environ-
mental lighting conditions, and the exterior colors of the car
from this study. Regarding color science, the focus is laid
upon PC-colors. By a comparison of the top and worst
designs, the most frequent hues are analyzed for each interior
component to identify a pattern in color usage and a potential
willingness to buy such an interior. Also, the color choices
of more obtruding components like seats, dashboard, and
door trims are compared in the top and worst designs to
investigate the potential characteristics of a harmonic appear-
ance (i.e., hypotheses). By conducting a Pearson correlation
analysis, each component is searched for relationships to

FIGURE 4 The 17 interior components (1, seat back panel; 2, seat
cushion; 3, center console’s back; 4, headrest; 5, seat frame and trims; 6,
floor carpets; 7, door trims bottom; 8, door trims middle; 9, door trims top;
10, roof lining; 11, A-pillar; 12, glove box; 13, dashboard trims; 14, center
console/radio; 15, center stack; 16, steering wheel; 17, center console) that
could be adapted in hue, saturation, and lightness (HSLModel) or even
combinedwith 30 different patterns (as shown in Figure 2) [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 5 The peer-review of the interior designs of the community
members among each other [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlineli-
brary.com]
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prove the hypotheses of Visual Lightweight Construction
(Hypothesis 1), an adequate level of variety (Hypothesis 2),
repetition of colors and clustering of elements (Hypothesis
3), and the framing of the interior by the applied color
(Hypothesis 4). All the tests are used equally for the top- and
worst-rated designs. To prove the validity of the hypotheses
for well appreciated and harmonious designs, the authors
expect that the distinctive peculiarities for those designs can-
not be found among the 34 worst-rated designs. This leads to
guidelines for harmonious car interiors.

3 | RESULTS

The community changed the gray car’s interior by colors and
patterns and evaluated the designs without an external jury’s

interaction. The colors can be created by a scale blending 6
3 36 colors (Figure 2). The researchers categorized all col-
ored designs in 13 colors by clustering according to the find-
ings in literature, such as black, brown, beige, gray, white,
red, green, blue, orange, yellow, cyan, magenta, and purple.
Furthermore, the designs are clustered corresponding to their
evaluation in top designs (n5 53), worst designs (n5 34),
and designs appreciated; but no intent to use them (n5 29).

The resulting demographics represent similar distribu-
tions of family status, population area, and gender among the
designers of top designs, worst designs, and designs liked
but not used. However, other criteria show different distribu-
tions among the contest participants. For instance, import/
export business (31.9%) is rated first, followed by the auto-
motive industry (22.4%), then architecture (17.6%). Among
the sample’s age, the groups of 20–24 years (20.7%) and 40–
44 years (22.4%) are more frequent than others but with a
tendency for younger and middle-aged people (total age
span: 15–44 years). Regarding the mobility behavior, the
majority of participants have no car (48.3%) or hatchbacks
(46.6%). This specific sample shows a rather strong to very
strong inclination for innovativeness (54.3% and 26.7%),
rated by a 5-point Likert-Scale.

Table 1 illustrates the most frequent colors of the top
interior designs, worst interior designs, and the interior
designs that were appreciated but would not lead to a posi-
tive purchasing decision. Black is the most frequent color in
all the designs regardless of the rating of the interior design.
Whereas the top designs contain brownish hues (brown:
15.2%, beige: 13.0%), the worst designs contain gray
(14.6%), followed by green (10.9%).

3.1 | Top designs

The 53 top-rated interior designs can be characterized by a
modest use of diverging colors and patterns. As shown in
Figure 6, generally three diverging colors are combined to
subdivide interior components; hues and patterns are used to
support this effect. Therefore, large parts of the automotive
interior, for example, seats appear visually more lightweight
which explains the rather high percentage of 84.9% applying

TABLE 1 Most frequent hues in either top designs, worst designs,
and the designs that were appreciated but not intended to be used
which means no intention to buy such an interior design

Top
designs (%)

Worst
designs (%)

Like no
use (%)

Black 28.3 24.8 28.4

Brown 15.2 5.1 9.8

Beige 13.0 1.5 7.8

Grey 10.3 14.6 15.7

White 5.4 8.0 7.8

Red 4.9 6.6 8.8

Green 4.3 10.9 2.0

Blue 2.7 5.8 5.9

Orange 1.6 6.6 1.0

Yellow 7.1 4.4 3.9

Cyan 1.6 1.5 6.9

Magenta 5.4 7.3 1.0

Purple 0 2.9 1.0

FIGURE 6 Two examples of the most-appreciated designs, succeeding in both evaluation criteria: use and like [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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different colors, hues, or patterns for seat back panel and seat
cushion.

By a subjective visual analysis of the top interior designs,
the interiors tend to be more uniform and harmonious. A
closer look at each component might explain this impression.
Tables 2–5 illustrate the color distribution of components

within the car’s interior that are most appreciated accompa-
nied by a willingness to buy such an interior.

The seat is one of the most dominant parts in the interior
consisting of seat cushion, seat belts, seat back panel, headr-
ests, middle part rear seating and seat frame and trims. The
most predominant colors are brown and beige ranging from

TABLE 2 The most-appreciated designs’ color distribution of the seat components: cushion, belts, back panel, headrests, middle part rear seat-
ing, and seat frame and trims above and below 5% (unity: frequency [%])

Seat cushion Seat belts Seat back panel Middle part rear seating Head rests Seat frame

Black 9.4 20.8 9.4 7.5 13.2 13.2

Brown 17.0 9.4 15.1 28.3 17.0 15.1

Beige 26.4 18.9 26.4 20.8 28.3 22.6

Grey 11.3 17.0 11.3 11.3 13.2 11.3

White 1.9 3.8 5.7 1.9 1.9 5.7

Red 7.5 3.8 11.3 9.4 3.8 7.5

Green 5.7 5.7 7.5 3.8 3.8 7.5

Blue 7.5 1.9 1.9 1.9 5.7 3.8

Orange 3.8 3.8 0 0 1.9 0

Yellow 3.8 7.5 5.7 5.7 3.8 7.5

Cyan 1.9 0 1.9 5.7 3.8 1.9

Magenta 3.8 7.5 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8

TABLE 3 The most-appreciated designs’ color distribution of the
door trims components: bottom, middle, and top (unity: frequency [%])

Door trims
bottom

Door trims
middle

Door trims
top

Black 5.7 17.0 1.9

Brown 15.1 11.3 30.2

Beige 24.5 28.3 20.8

Grey 15.1 15.1 11.3

White 7.5 3.8 5.7

Red 13.2 5.7 11.3

Green 7.5 3.8 5.7

Blue 3.8 5.7 3.8

Orange 1.9 1.9 0

Yellow 3.8 3.8 3.8

Cyan 0 0 1.9

Magenta 1.9 3.8 3.8

TABLE 4 The most-appreciated designs’ color distribution of floor
carpet, roof lining, and A-pillars (unity: frequency [%])

Floor carpet
front_back Roof lining A-pillar

Black 9.4 11.3 18.9

Brown 13.2 7.5 11.3

Beige 35.8 37.7 28.3

Grey 17.0 20.8 18.9

White 5.7 5.7 3.8

Red 5.7 3.8 5.7

Green 0 1.9 3.8

Blue 3.8 1.9 3.8

Orange 1.9 0 0

Yellow 3.8 7.5 3.8

Cyan 0 0 0

Magenta 3.8 1.9 1.9
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15% to more than 25%, except the seat belts which are most
frequently colored black (>20%; followed by beige and
gray). Although colors like red, green, blue, or yellow
exceeded the 5% range for some seat components, the overall
distribution remains below 5% in the entire interior (cf. Table
2) which indicates that the need for uncommon colors in car
seat design exists, but is a niche market.

The color variation of the doors (Table 3) within the top-
rated designs seems to correspond to the findings of the seat.
In either door trims at bottom, middle, and top, beige and
brown are used frequently from 10% to 30%, but comple-
mented by gray, black, and red (>10%). Less common colors
such as green, white, blue, yellow, orange, and magenta are
seldom requested (slightly above and below 5%).

The large-scaled components like floor carpet or roof lin-
ing added by the A-pillars show a strong inclination for beige
and gray from 15% to more than 35% of the designs, that is,
lighter hues of the color variety, but also black and brown

above and below 10%. There is a decisive difference accord-
ing to the sizes of the surfaces, for example, the A-pillar as
much smaller parts are favored comparably more in black
than floor carpet and roof lining (cf. Table 4).

Table 5 displays the color distribution of a conglomerate
of dashboard parts, steering wheel, and center console.
Whereas the use of brown, black, and beige define the color-
ing of those parts, there is a slight difference between larger
and smaller parts. The larger parts are more frequently colored
in beige or sometimes brown. Simultaneously, the smaller
parts tend to be colored in darker colors like black comparable
to the findings of the A-pillars, roof lining, and floor carpet.

An analysis of the differences in usage of patterns shows
that mostly no pattern was applied to the components. Fur-
thermore, the second most frequently used pattern differed
among each component with an occasional use of extra pat-
terns, that is, an individual creation and uploads of patterns
(cf. Figure 7: the use of two most frequently used patterns).

TABLE 5 The most-appreciated designs’ color distribution of the cockpit components including steering wheel (unity: frequency [%])

Glove box Dashboard trims Center stack Steering wheel Center console front Center console

Black 15.1 1.9 15.1 24.5 1.9 13.2

Brown 13.2 37.7 13.2 11.3 18.9 24.5

Beige 24.5 17.0 22.6 17.0 32.1 17.0

Grey 13.2 9.4 15.1 11.3 9.4 17.0

White 5.7 3.8 3.8 5.7 5.7 0

Red 9.4 9.4 7.5 9.4 9.4 9.4

Green 7.5 5.7 7.5 3.8 7.5 3.8

Blue 0 5.7 1.9 3.8 1.9 5.7

Orange 1.9 0 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9

Yellow 3.8 3.8 3.8 5.7 5.7 1.9

Cyan 0 1.9 1.9 0 0 1.9

Magenta 5.7 3.8 5.7 5.7 5.7 3.8

FIGURE 7 Examples of pattern changes in the configurator (left: wooden appearance of the seat; right: brushed aluminum look) [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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No paradigm can be identified among the different pat-
terns and particular colors in the remaining components of
car interiors. An intense relationship between hue, saturation,
and lightness or chroma in agreement with the principles of
variety for harmonious design could be found.51

A Pearson correlation analysis of the interior components
resulted in significant findings except in the pairings of seat
back panel/floor carpet, floor carpet/middle part rear seating,
and floor carpet/dashboard trims, which indicates no depend-
encies on their colorings for those respective parts (cf. Table
6). The strongest significant correlations of seating compo-
nents were found between seat back panel and seat frame
and trims (q5 0.751), seat cushion and headrests

(q5 0.886), and middle part rear seating and headrests
(q5 0.751). Therefore, the material of the different seat parts
can be differentiated into plastic parts and cushion parts with
similar upholsteries (cloth, artificial leather, and leather). The
doors have strong correlations corresponding to the various
positions: door trims bottom and steering wheel (q5 0.649),
door trims middle and center/radio console (q5 0.674), and
door trims top and dashboard trims (q5 0.779). Conse-
quently, in those parts the various locations of the parts influ-
ence the colors of the parts close by. The surrounding parts
floor carpet and roof lining also show correlations (floor car-
pet & steering wheel q5 0.673, roof lining & dashboard
trims q5 0.640, A-pillar & door trims top q5 0.736). Com-
parable to the seat components, the dashboard components
show strong correlations with each other (dashboard & glove
box q5 0.857, steering wheel & center/radio console
q5 0.703, steering wheel & glove box q5 0.730, center
console & center stack q5 0.642). Again, the common mate-
rials of car interiors seem to influence the color choices of
interior components as those parts mostly display a similar
appearance. For instance, the steering wheel and glove box
are commonly covered in leather or plastic covered with
foam or foils with the same grain to create a harmonious
interior through repetition and variety. Between colored com-
ponents and patterns, few, and weak significant correlations
could be found. A paradigm cannot be identified among the
different patterns and particular colors in the remaining com-
ponents of car interiors in both tests. The patterns of interior
parts show strong correlations to other component’s patterns.
In the case of seating parts, there are not only correlations to
seating parts (seat cushion & headrests q5 0.803, middle
part rear seating & seat back panel q5 0.738), but also other
components (seat back panel & floor carpet q5 0.911,
headrests & roof lining q5 0.828, seat frame and trims &
center console q5 0.537, glove box & seat cushion
q5 0.562, steering wheel & seating back panel q5 0.770).
Consequently, the use of patterns in the top-rated designs
complies with common materials of car interiors, although, a
harmonious interior requires a repetition of materials in adja-
cent parts, and parts with the assumed similar consistency.

3.2 | Worst designs

The 34 worst-rated interior designs can be characterized by a
broad use of diverging colors and patterns. In Figure 8, gen-
erally three diverging colors are combined to cluster interior
components with the help of hues and patterns. Despite the
top designs, large parts of the least-preferred and used
designs are less frequently subdivided by color, saturation, or
pattern. For instance, this visual segmentation of seat cushion
and back panel shows a lower percentage of 73.5% compared
to the top designs.

TABLE 6 Summary of the Pearson Correlation analysis of top
designs

Pearson correlation

Colors of seating

Seat back panel & seat frame and trims 0.751*

Seat cushion & headrests 0.886*

Middle part rear seating & headrests 0.751*

Colors of door trims

Door trims bottom & steering wheel 0.649*

Door trims middle & center/radio console 0.674*

Door trims top & dashboard trims 0.779*

Colors of surrounding parts

Floor carpet & steering wheel 0.673*

Roof lining & dashboard trims 0.640*

A-pillar & door trims top 0.736*

Colors of surrounding dashboard parts

Dashboard & glove box 0.857*

Steering wheel & center/radio console 0.703*

Steering wheel & glove box 0.730*

Center console & center stack 0.642*

Color & pattern of seating

Seat cushion & headrests 0.803*

Middle part rear seating & seat back panel 0.738*

Seat back panel & floor carpet 0.911*

Headrests & roof lining 0.828*

Seat frame & seat back panel 0.770*

*Note. The significance level (i.e., the probability the correlation equals zero)
is <0.0005 for all correlations in the table.
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The interiors of the worst-rated designs seem to be more
diverse and less uniform; therefore, a more thorough analysis
is needed. In addition to the use of black (24.8%), gray
(14.6%), and green (10.9%) are the most common colorings
of these interiors. The brownish colors are chosen in <5%.

Tables 7–10 illustrate the least-appreciated color distribu-
tion of components within the car’s interior, accompanied by
an unwillingness to buy such an interior. The most noticeable
colors of seat components are green, gray, and red despite
the seat belts which are most frequently colored white. Green
is more frequent in cushion, middle part rear seating, and
headrests than in the rest of the parts. For seat belts, back
panel and seat frame and trims, gray outweighs the rest of
the colors. Additionally, various colors like magenta, yellow,
purple, white, or blue exceeds the 5% range for seat compo-
nents and the overall frequency of these colors among all the
interiors of the worst designs is also above 5% (cf. Table 7).

The doors show a similar color distribution to the seats
with an intense use of green, gray, red, and yellow (Table 8).
Compared to the top designs, the color choices of the doors
of the less-appreciated designs resemble the findings of the
seat. However, the door trims at the middle height level
shows no use of green, like the rest of the door trims which
indicates a framing effect or the design principle of variety
even among the least-appreciated designs.

Even large-scaled components like floor carpet or roof
lining show no inclination for hues other than gray and green
(cf. Table 9). However, the large-scale surfaces (floor carpet,
roof lining) differ from the A-Pillar color use in the fre-
quency of green (>15% in floor carpet and roof
lining,< 15% in A-pillars) and white (>15% in A-pillars,
about 10% in floor carpet and roof lining).

In Table 10, the color usage of dashboard parts, steering
wheel, and center console of the least-preferred designs is

FIGURE 8 Two examples of the least-appreciated designs, failing in both evaluation criteria either use and like [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 7 The least-appreciated designs’ color distribution of the seat components: cushion, belts, back panel, headrests, middle part rear seat-
ing, and seat frame and trims (unity: frequency [%])

Seat cushion Seat belts Seat back panel Middle part rear seating Head rests Seat frame

Black 2.9 5.9 0 0 0 2.9

Yellow 2.9 5.9 2.9 5.9 11.8 5.9

Cyan 2.9 2.9 2.9 0 2.9 0

Magenta 5.9 5.9 8.8 11.8 5.9 11.8

Purple 8.8 0 2.9 5.9 8.8 0

Brown 2.9 0 2.9 5.9 2.9 5.9

Beige 5.9 0 5.9 2.9 2.9 5.9

Grey 14.7 29.4 29.4 14.7 17.6 26.5

White 8.8 20.6 8.8 5.9 5.9 14.7

Red 8.8 11.8 2.9 17.6 8.8 2.9

Green 20.6 8.8 17.6 17.6 20.6 5.9

Blue 2.9 2.9 8.8 5.9 5.9 5.9

Orange 8.8 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 11.8

Extra color 2.9 0 0 0 0 0
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illustrated. Whereas the use of gray, green, blue, magenta,
and red defines the coloring of those parts, there is no differ-
ence between larger and smaller parts like with the top
designs. Hence, the missing variety and equal colorings of
adjacent parts result in the negative evaluation of the
subjects.

The usage of patterns indicates that like among the top
designs no pattern was chosen to individualize the compo-
nents. However, the second most frequently used ones were
the extra patterns created and uploaded by the users (cf.
Figure 9).

A Pearson correlation analysis of the colors of interior
components of the least-preferred designs was conducted for
a thorough analysis (cf. Table 11). Less significant findings
could be identified than among the top designs. The seating
parts show strong significant correlations among each other
and adjoining parts (back panel & headrests q5 0.657) like
doors (back panel & door parts middle q5 0.566), dash-
board parts (seat cushion & glove box q5 0.976), or the sur-
roundings (headrests & roof lining q5 0.660). Hence, the
colors of those parts are influencing each other. Additionally,
the lateral perspective of the interior leads to strong correla-
tions between components of the same height level (middle
part rear seating & center/radio console q5 0.640). Very
dominant parts, for example, floor carpet and seat cushion,
seem to have an effect on the respective coloring
(q5 0.974). The bottom and middle door trims show strong

correlations to the A-pillar (q5 0.660), whereas the top door
trims only show low correlations. The dashboard parts indi-
cate strong correlations to each other (steering wheel & dash-
board q5 0.666, dashboard trims & dashboard q5 0.513),
but also to seating parts (q5 0.640) or surroundings, for
example, roof lining (q5 0.536).

Though few correlations can be detected between color
and pattern (floor carpet & seat cushion q5 0.518, glove
box & seat cushion q5 0.553), there are comparable find-
ings between the patterns of components regardless of color.
For instance, seat parts or dashboard parts tend to have a
strong relationship to other seat parts (back panel & seat
frame and trims q5 0.551) or dashboard parts (dashboard &
steering wheel q5 0.975), but also to adjoining parts (seat
cushion & glove box q5 0.896) or of similar height levels
(head rests & A-pillar q5 0.950). Regardless of the evalua-
tion of an interior design, comparable dependencies exist
among the colorings or color and patterns of the components.
In comparison to the analysis of the top designs, significant
relationships between color and pattern could be found.
Hence, in the case of a not favorable design, color and pat-
tern are both supporting this. Comparable to the top-rated
designs, here the pairings of a component’s color and hue
also proves to be significant. Thus, the intense relationship
between hue and saturation due to the principles of variety
for harmonious design51 cannot be the only reason for an
evaluation of a car interior. Other significant findings

TABLE 8 The least-appreciated designs’ color distribution of the
door trims components: bottom, middle, and top (unity: frequency [%])

Door trims
bottom

Door trims
middle

Door trims
top

Black 0 8.8 0

Yellow 2.9 2.9 11.8

Cyan 2.9 2.9 5.9

Magenta 5.9 5.9 5.9

Purple 2.9 8.8 2.9

Brown 5.9 0 2.9

Beige 2.9 2.9 0

Grey 23.5 35.3 17.6

White 8.8 2.9 11.8

Red 5.9 14.7 5.9

Green 23.5 0 23.5

Blue 11.8 8.8 8.8

Orange 2.9 5.9 2.9

Extra color 0 0 0

TABLE 9 The least-appreciated designs’ color distribution of floor
carpet, roof lining, and A-pillars (unity: frequency [%])

Floor carpet front_back Roof lining A-pillar

Black 0 0 0

Yellow 0 11.8 5.9

Cyan 2.9 2.9 2.9

Magenta 11.8 2.9 2.9

Purple 2.9 5.9 2.9

Brown 11.8 5.9 2.9

Beige .0 0 2.9

Grey 20.6 26.5 32.4

White 8.8 11.8 17.6

Red 8.8 11.8 0

Green 17.6 17.6 14.7

Blue 8.8 2.9 8.8

Orange 2.9 0 5.9

Extra color 2.9 0 0
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regarding gender or other sociodemographic data such as
education or occupation could not be determined.

4 | DISCUSSION

The comparison of the findings of the top-rated to the worst-
rated interior designs verifies all of the hypotheses of the
study leading to stronger customer appreciation and as a next
step to a positive buying decision for a specific car interior.
The hypotheses of Visual Lightweight Construction
(Hypothesis 1), a modest use of color and pattern variety in
order to achieve a harmonic interior design (Hypothesis 2),
the repetition and grouping of interiors by a systematic use
of color or pattern (Hypothesis 3), and the framing of the
interior by roof lining and floor carpet colorings (Hypothesis
4) are evaluated in relation to the peculiarities of the top-
rated designs. Where the worst-rated designs proved the
exact opposite, the hypotheses can be sustained. Concerning

the color choices of both opposing interiors, black is the
most frequently used color, although the major difference is
the rest of the most frequent colors. Brownish hues, such as
brown, cognac, or beige were commonly favored colors
among the top-rated designs, whereas the worst evaluated
designs showed a tendency for gray and green. Despite the
diverging hues, the number of colors used simultaneously in
an interior is identical. Generally, three colors were com-
bined with the purpose of structuring the interior. While the
number of diverging colors is an important evaluation crite-
rion of the sample, the color composition and kind of colors
of the components add up to an overall positive impression
that harmonious designs are more decisive.

4.1 | Visual lightweight construction

Dominant parts of the interior like the seats, doors, or dash-
board can be visually subdivided by applying different colors

TABLE 10 The least-appreciated designs’ color distribution of the cockpit components including steering wheel (unity: frequency [%])

Glove box Dashboard trims Center stack Steering wheel Center console front Center console

Black 2.9 5.9 5.9 8.8 0 2.9

Yellow 2.9 11.8 2.9 2.9 8.8 5.9

Cyan 0 2.9 0 2.9 0 5.9

Magenta 2.9 11.8 2.9 5.9 5.9 11.8

Purple 5.9 5.9 5.9 2.9 0 5.9

Brown 5.9 5.9 11.8 5.9 2.9 0

Beige 2.9 0 2.9 2.9 2.9 5.9

Grey 23.5 20.6 17.6 20.6 26.5 23.5

White 5.9 8.8 8.8 5.9 14.7 2.9

Red 5.9 8.8 2.9 8.8 11.8 5.9

Green 14.7 14.7 14.7 14.7 14.7 14.7

Blue 11.8 2.9 11.8 8.8 2.9 11.8

Orange 11.8 0 11.8 5.9 8.8 2.9

Extra color 2.9 0 0 2.9 0 0

FIGURE 9 Two examples of uploaded patterns evaluated as least-appreciated designs [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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or patterns. For instance, the seat back panel and seat cushion
use different colors, hues, or patterns by an above average
percentage of the top-rated designs. However, differences
between the top and worst designs can be detected (cf.
Tables 2 and 6) in the frequency analysis. So, there is a less
frequent use of distinct colors among the worst-rated designs
than the top-rated designs, indicating that an application of
appearing more lightweight designs can lead to an increase
in customer appreciation. This difference, however, is not
unambiguous. Significant findings in both design categories,
appreciated and not appreciated were identified which were
caused by the materials of the seating parts. The interior trim
and upholstery seem to follow common expectations of
materials such as fabric or leather for cushions and plastic

for back panels. Although the layering of colors happens in
both designs (most and least-preferred ones), the underlying
color differs. In case of the most preferred designs, the
brownish hues can be summarized to parent colors, whereas
the type of color of the worst-rated designs is opposing or
entirely different colors. As this influences the entire compo-
sition, the harmony principle can be validated.51

4.2 | Modest use of color and pattern variety

Further characteristics are expected to result in the color pref-
erences of car interiors. In this study, a general modest use of
color was found among all designs. Both the top-rated interi-
ors and the worst-rated ones show three diverging colors.
But there is a difference in the kind of hues which is used in
both design categories. Whereas the top interiors were
mostly colored in brown and beige, the worst ones had a
strong inclination for gray and green. The use of the color
black is independent from user preferences in this study. A
visual subjective analysis conducted by the researchers indi-
cates that an interior being more uniform than diverse results
in increased appreciation. This finding follows the design
principles for harmony.17,51,52

The composition of a top design consists of brown or
beige for the seats and door trims, black seat belts, lighter
hues for roof lining, and floor carpet which are framing the
interior (cf. Hypothesis 4). The dashboard, center console,
and all adjacent parts can be subdivided according to their
size and the respective color. So, larger parts tend to be beige
or brown, whereas smaller parts are black. Mostly no pattern
is used. The most common patterns show a wooden appear-
ance or an appearance like brushed aluminum.

On the other hand, a typical composition of a bad eval-
uated design uses green, gray and red for the seats and doors
with white seat belts. The roof lining and floor carpet,
regardless of their framing character, are colored gray and
green like the rest of the interior. The dashboard parts and
center console show no difference between large or small
parts and use the colors gray, green, or more noticeable hues
such as blue, magenta, and red. No pattern is used unless in
some designs the user created and uploaded individual pat-
terns (cf. Figure 9), although, both design categories differen-
tiate into the materials of parts of interior trims and
upholstery, for example, seat cushion and back panel.

4.3 | Repetition of colors and grouping of
elements

No significant findings could be detected for colors and pat-
terns of components, only between colors and saturation
among the top designs. However, the colors and patterns of
the worst designs showed significant findings between colors
and saturation. No distinct inclination can be found. The

TABLE 11 Summary of the Pearson Correlation analysis of worst
rated designs

Pearson correlation

Colors of adjoining parts

Seating back panel &headrests 0.657a

Back panel & door parts middle 0.566a

Seat cushion & glove box 0.976a

Headrests & roof lining 0.660a

Colors of parts of the same height level

Middle part rear seating & center/radio console 0.640a

Colors of dominant parts

Floor carpet & seat cushion 0.974a

Bottom/middle door trims & A pillar 0.660a

Colors of surrounding dashboard parts

Steering wheel & dashboard 0.666a

Dashboard trims & dashboard 0.513a

Dashboard trims & seating parts 0.640a

Dashboard trims & roof lining 0.536a

Color & pattern of seating

Floor carpet & seat cushion 0.518a

Glove box & seat cushion 0.553a

Back panel & seat frame 0.551a

Dashboard & steering wheel 0.975a

Seat cushion & glove box 0.896a

Headrests & A-pillar 0.950a

aNote. The significance level (i.e., the probability the correlation equals zero)
is <0.0005 for all correlations in the table.
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repetition of colors can lead to a better understanding of suc-
cessful interior designs.

The strongest correlations of the seats of the top designs
can be subdivided according to their materials in framing
parts (seat back panel, seat frame and trims), seating surface
(seat cushion, headrests), and smaller seat parts (middle part
rear seating, headrests). However, the seats of the worst eval-
uated designs cannot be subdivided in these categories, as
further correlations are found for the seat parts, for example,
seat cushion and floor carpet. This finding supports the sub-
jective visual analysis of the more uniform interior of the
top-rated designs, whereas the doors of the top designs seem
to show significant correlations in relation to the height of
components due to the sideways perspective of the evaluat-
ing subjects. No such result can be found among the worst
designs, as those are more focused on adjacent parts. Addi-
tionally, the top design’s dashboard parts and center console
indicate correlations with each other, whereas in the worst
designs the perspective of the viewer is more decisive, for
example, glove box and floor carpet. This indicates that the
subjective observation that the worst designs are more
diverse is valid.

A closer look at the correlations of the components pat-
terns show different correlations of top and worst designs,
but similar ones in its characteristics. The correlations found
were either among adjoining parts or parts at the same height
level according to the viewer’s perspective.

4.4 | Framing of the interior by dominant
elements of the interior

The findings of roof lining, A-pillars, and floor carpet as
main parts framing the interior correspond to the hypothesis
of Tofle et al.5 about the sense of spaciousness influenced by
contrast effects, especially regarding the distinction of light-
ness or chroma. Even though both the best- and worst-rated
designs show a rather high percentage of gray hues, the
major difference is the rest of the color choices. The framing
surfaces of interior design show a strong inclination for beige
among the top-rated designs which corresponds to Kwallek’s
findings29 for office walls. Additionally, the discovery of a
dislike for greenish hues aligns with the color scheme of
large framing surfaces. The use of bright colors can be attrib-
uted to the importance of spaciousness even in automotive
interiors.

However, the color preferences are not that uncommon
in comparison to the options offered by car manufacturers
today, as all color extremes were evaluated accordingly (c.f.
3.2 Worst Designs). This might be caused by how objects
are portrayed in advertisements, especially considering cer-
tain stereotypes. Nevertheless, customers are unconsciously
aiming to be mature and sophisticated and therefore favor
beige or brownish interiors.18

5 | CONCLUSION

The study serves as a first indication of customer choices for
the concrete environmental context of car interiors. Notwith-
standing, the patterns of preferences to develop distinct
design guidelines for harmonious interiors are difficult to
find. Consumer preferences are not completely heterogene-
ous but seem to follow weak patterns beyond pure chance,56

although the color preferences follow the customization
guidelines. But an increase in the number of design feature
options may not make a difference in customer satisfaction
with the mass customization process (Kamali & Loker,
2002). Therefore, the portfolio has to consist of an adequate
number of design features, but in a sort of balance to create
additional value for customers. Beyond a certain level of
choice options, consumers tend to become irritated by too
many options.

The limitation to spontaneous affective states of approach
and avoidance by ignoring other emotions can bias the study.
For instance, Cubuku measured color preferences along with
arousal, naturalness, and relaxation.31 Thus, the combination
of presenting colored interiors and rating those by like or dis-
like, enables a spontaneous affective response.45 In addition,
the study considered multiple colors of various interior com-
ponents. So, the spontaneous emotional judgment of liking
or disliking an interior design represents the preference for a
combination of colors. Cubukcu assumed the settings to be
more realistic, if a study is not limited to investigate the
effects of single colors.31

No significant differences in gender could be identi-
fied.8,17,23,28 Even though sociodemographic data like educa-
tion or occupation was gathered, those could not be used as
the data focused on the creators of the interior design but not
the evaluators. Consequently, missing significant relations to
color preferences only imply that a conclusion for the crea-
tors’ sociodemographic data can be made.

To prevent interdependencies by the use of color names,
the HSL color model was applied for color classification of
the interior components giving a rather broad range of
choices. Consequently, the subjects were able to choose the
colors directly while designing the interiors. Afterward, the
same colors of the HSL model were evaluated in combination
with interior components. This approach is not uncommon as
today’s cars are personalized by using configurators and tool-
kits. The colored interior is then displayed to the potential
buyer. The resemblance of the car seats to furniture leads to
the stereotypical color preferences of brown and beige.
Buyers expect harmonious car interiors and have a very pre-
cise idea of how car interiors should look. But color percep-
tion per se is influenced beyond saturation, lightness/chroma,
and hue by the respective viewing angle, amount and type of
ambient light, and presence of other colors or further
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environmental conditions.39–42 For instance, the exterior color
of a car might have an influence on the color preferences of
the car interior, a fact which is excluded from the study so as
to focus on the interior. The interdependency of exterior and
interior design might need further research. Another limitation
of the study is the static approach of the color evaluation.
Because human color vision changes according to the various
lighting conditions, the coloring of interior components
should be tested in a mock-up under real-life situations and
both extremes in bright sunlight as well as dusk, where color
vision tends to be unreliable.7 A standardization of illumina-
tion is required as it can be difficult to discriminate between
colors which might corrupt the results.7 This is why in car
development and design, mock-ups and clay models are used
for complementing virtual engineering methods. Sunlight
simulation and field tests enable engineers to identify the suit-
ability for daily usage. To identify the environmental impacts
on colored surfaces, further research with actual mock-ups or
cars might be useful to exclude dazzling or possible interac-
tion with exterior color or the physical shape of interior com-
ponents. Common taste or cultural factors can also have an
impact which is not necessarily static over time.

Additionally, customization principles are related to
general human–product interaction principles, assuming the
possession of the product. During times, in which owning a
car becomes less attractive in cities and car-sharing solu-
tions increase in popularity, the human–product relationship
changes intensively. As a continuous change of interior
trim and upholstery for each customer of a car sharing busi-
ness is seldom a competitive and cost-effective way to
reach customer satisfaction, further individualization techni-
ques should be investigated such as customization by inte-
rior lighting and changing colors4 or flexible
individualizable storage solutions by standardized interfa-
ces.64 Nevertheless, the findings of the color preferences for
car interiors should be taken into account for car sharing
interiors.
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